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Dedication to
Family Preservation Workers

A special kind of workers are in the world today
To help us as families, to show us the way
To love each other, to live together, to teach us to respect, stand by and stay together as families should
These workers are ordinary humans like you and I, the things that make them different is they possess these golden qualities
They extend themselves beyond the call of duty
They fill us up with positive solutions to keep our families moving
There is only one way they lead us, it’s back to the right track
Yes, Family Preservation workers help us, make it back
Where there is or have been years of patterned abuses and or dysfunctions they may not have been witnesses to it, or don’t know the reason at all, but deep down, inside of a genuine devoted worker is that golden quality that beckons them to answer our calls
Family Preservation workers have their own lives and families too, each case they handle isn’t just another job they get paid to do.
But everytime they are able to work through the knots and ties and keep another family together I truly believe it makes their job more worthwhile.

Family Preservation workers (or any worker) who Trust and Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and Pray is an extra bonus to a family, for if they are of such standing we truly know they want only your best they are not our enemies.

Keep up the good work, even when you handle families that don’t want to be saved or reached.

Remember those who you have already saved and helped and those you all have yet to meet.

God Bless Each and Every one of you and your families as well.

Remember they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength (Isaiah 40:31)

and Never, Never, Never, “Throw in the Towel”

Every family is worth saving.

Linda Frank
Houston, Texas
Copyright 1995.
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